
PSHE
Our SCARF unit this half term is Rights & Respect.
We will be learning about how behaviour (our 
own and others) can affect people, recognise 
who cares for our school environment and 
explain the importance of looking after things 
that belong to us and others. We will begin to 
understand the importance of keeping money 
safe and the concept of saving money. 

Computing
E-Safety and Grouping Data

We will begin by using labels to put 
objects into groups and labelling these 

groups. We will demonstrate that we can 
count a small number of objects, before 

and after the objects are grouped. We will 
then begin to demonstrate our ability to 
sort objects into different groups, based 
on the properties we choose. Finally, we 

will use our ability to sort objects into 
different groups to answer questions 

about data.

In E-Safety, we will be learning to manage 
online information and begin thinking 

about our health, wellbeing and lifestyle.
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Term 4
Learning Journey – Geography, Science & Art

Which British country has the most beautiful 
national flower?

In geography, we will be learning about the four 
countries that make up the United Kingdom. We 

will learn about their location, flag, national 
flower and key characteristics.

We will learn a range of artistic techniques such 
as printing and exploring texture and use these to 

create national flowers. 

In science, we will be learning about seeds, bulbs 
and plants as well as the key parts of a flower 
before moving on to identifying evergreen and 

deciduous trees.

RE
Why was Jesus welcomed like a king or 

celebrity by the crowds on Palm Sunday?
Christianity 

This term in RE we are exploring the 
theme of salvation. We will be learning 
about the Easter Story, with a particular 
focus on the events of Palm Sunday and 

their significance to Christians today.

Music
How does music help us to understand our 

neighbours?

This term we will be celebrating a wide range of 
musical styles, which combine pulse, rhythm and 

pitch. We will learn a new song each week and we 
will listen, sing, play, compose and then perform. 

PE
PE will take place on a Tuesday this term.

We will be focussing on Yoga and Net and 
Wall.


